
Last time:

Assuming homogeneity, isotropy and that the speed of light is the same for all observers 
(and thus independent of the speed of the emitter) we derived the Lorentz transformations 

This is often written in matrix form

component 1

component 0

2

3

Lorentz transformation matrix
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Remark: We have derived the Lorentz transformations by requiring

homogeneity, isotropy and that the speed of light is the same for all observers.

Most often the axioms of SR are formulated as 

1) The laws of physics are the same for all observers in all inertial frames

2) All observers measure the same speed of light, c.

Note that 1) implies homogeneity and isotropy since if the universe was not homogeneous
physics would depend on the observers location, and if it was not isotropic, there would 
be a preferred reference frame. 

Note: It is enough that one
observer measures c,
because then, by 1), all
observers measure c.



Implications of the Lorentz transformations

We will now explore the consequences of the fact that Lorentz transformations 
(rather than Galilean transformations) are the transformations which leave the laws 
of physics invariant.

We have already seen:

* Time seems to pass slower for observers which move compared to you

* Lengths of objects in motion relative to you are contracted in the 
   direction of the motion 

* As depends on x, events at same time t will have di�erent t'.

As c is the maximal speed with which information propagates we also have

* Events separated in spacetime such that the distance in space is larger than 
   the "distance in time", c✁t, are causally disconnected and cannot a�ect each other!
   Such events ful✂ll

and have spacelike separation

* Events separated in time such that

* Events with 

have lightlike separation. Such events could be connected by light rays.

Clock will seem to go slower in the sense that it takes longer time 
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between two events.

   are causally connected and are said to have timelike separation.

or



Remark: All observers must agree on whether two events are causally 

connected or not => they must agree on the sign of 

Check:

In fact all observers agree on the value of 

is the Lorentz invariant spacetime distance and a Lorentz scalar.

Remark: sign is a matter of convention
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In Newtonian mechanics the laws of motion are invariant under

The space part is equipped with a scalar product and a distance measure

for each point in time separately.

In special relativity the laws of physics are invariant under Lorentz 

all observers agree on this
in Newtonian mechanics

all observers agree on this in
special relativity

In fact, one could alternatively derive the Lorentz transformations by postulating

to be invariant.

space time

Galilean transformations and spacetime is given by:

known as Minkowski space, and the invariant distance measure is

transformations. Space and time are combined to a 4-dimensional spacetime 



In a spacetime diagram or Minkowski diagram we have

timelike

future of O

past of O

timelike

spacelike

elsewhereelsewhere

O

lightlike

spacelike

origin
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O

For the t', axis x'=0

For the x', axis t'=0

For light in S',  x'=ct'

Let

same angle, so same
angle w.r.t. light ray

observers have same equation for light, as expected

not possible path

future light cone
allowed
world line
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Ex:

Ex:



The "twin paradox"

There are no paradoxes in SR, only situations that intuitively seem paradoxical!

The twin paradox is probably the most well known example. One twin stays 
at earth, whereas the other sets o� at relativistic velocity v, travels for time      
as seen from the Earth, and then instantly changes velocity to -v and returns.

From the Earth's perspective the space traveling twin has a slow clock, and therefore
will appeare to age slower. When the voyager comes back the earth twin thus expects
to be younger than the astronaut.

But shouldn't the austronaut twin ✁nd the earth twin younger by the same argument?

This is the apparent paradox. In reality the two twins are di�erent, as one undergoes
an instant acceleration. In this moment something happens....

const t' before 
acceleration

const t" after
acceleration

Ex: Let the distance be d=4 light years (in Earth's frame!), and v=0.8c then

Time for earth twin:

Time for astronaut:

Note: A rigorous treatment should involve acceleration! 

Rindler: 30-31

ct'

x'

x

ct

ct"
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Twin 1

years

years

x"



Galilean Doppler
e�ect (for an
observer in rest 
w.r.t. medium)

In total we have the relativistic Doppler e�ect

Comment: If we get

relativistic
correction

In the special case that the source moves straight away from the observer:

The relativistic Doppler e✁ect

Let a light source P travel through the inertial 

frame S with relativistic velocity     .

What frequency does an observer at O measure

Let the time between two wave peak emissions be         as measured in the   
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Dop 1

 in its own frame?

(Rindler: 40-41
Taylor: 631-632)

if the source has frequency 
O

frame of the source. In S the time between these emissions are then

by time dilation   , but in this time the source has increased its
L1:3

In total it takes 
peaks

extra distance to travel for ligth

speed of traveling
extra distance

distance by so the wave peaks have a longer distance to travel.

The wavelength is proportional to
peaks




